
A HISTORY OF SHAKESPEAREAN LITERATURE IN THE ENGLISH

RENAISSANCE

Elizabethan period (). â€¢ golden age in English history. â€¢ height of the English Renaissance, and saw the flowering
of English literature and poetry.

Whereas from the perspective of literary history, England had already experienced a flourishing of literature
over years before the time of Shakespeare, during the last decades of the fourteenth century. The English
playwrights were intrigued by Italian model: a conspicuous community of Italian actors had settled in London.
Through all these plays runs a concern for the individual and his subjection to historical and political
necessity, a concern that is essentially tragic and anticipates greater plays yet to come. Christopher Marlowe
Christopher Marlowe â€” was a foremost dramatist and Elizabethan tragedian, said to have greatly influenced
Shakespeare who was of the same age. All the comedies share a belief in the positive, health-giving powers of
play, but none is completely innocent of doubts about the limits that encroach upon the comic space. Thomas
Dekker â€” Thomas Dekker â€” was an Elizabethan dramatist and pamphleteer. Ben Jonson Ben Jonson c.
Social classes and gender roles also contributed to the entertainment culture. Despite his talent, he spent most
of his years living in poverty, but was able to live with the aid of a number of wealthy friends. John Webster c.
History of Elizabethan Theater a. However, the Italian tragedies embraced a principle contrary to Seneca's
ethics: showing blood and violence on the stage. Though the form was developed in England by foreign
artists, mostly Flemish like Lucas Horenbout , the somewhat undistinguished founder of the tradition, by the
late 16th century natives such as Nicolas Hilliard and Isaac Oliver produced the finest work, even as the best
producers of larger portraits in oil were still foreigners. His inclusion of Catholicism in his works has led
historians to hypothesize that the Bard was secretly Catholic. Philip Massinger Philip Massinger â€” was a
dramatist who often used political and social themes. Visual arts in the English Renaissance were much less
significant than in the Italian Renaissance. During the Elizabethan era, people were entertained by sources of
entertainment, such as plays, music, and poetry. Baroque era covers the period between and beginning with
Monte Verdi birth of opera and ended with deaths of Bach and Handel. Burbage b. The most famous
buildings, of a type called the prodigy house , are large show houses constructed for courtiers, and
characterised by lavish use of glass, as at " Hardwick Hall , more glass than wall", Wollaton Hall and Hatfield
House and Burghley House , the style continuing into the early 17th century before developing into Jacobean
architecture. However, the authors of many poems are anonymous. He has been dubbed by the poet T. He was
also the translator of Montaigne into English. Shakespeare stands as a colossus in the English literary arena
and his plays are considered as the greatest writings. The Spanish Tragedy was often referred to, or parodied,
in works written by other Elizabethan playwrights , including William Shakespeare , Ben Jonson , and
Christopher Marlowe. The portraiture of Elizabeth I was carefully controlled, and developed into an elaborate
and wholly un-realist iconic style, that has succeeded in creating enduring images. He focused on creating
human characters with psychological complexity. The tone of these plays, though, is increasingly pessimistic,
and in Henry V a patriotic fantasy of English greatness is hedged around with hesitations and qualifications
about the validity of the myth of glorious nationhood offered by the Agincourt story. Edmund Spenser had a
significant influences on 17th-century poetry. English poetry was exactly at the right stage of development for
this transplantation to occur, since forms such as the sonnet were uniquely adapted to setting as madrigals:
indeed, the sonnet was already well developed in Italy. Church architecture essentially continued in a late
Gothic style until the Reformation, and then stopped almost completely, although church monuments , screens
and other fittings often had classical styles from about the mid-century. It is said the phrase without rhyme or
reason stemmed from a quatrain Spenser sent to Queen Elizabeth. Spenser was the primary English influence
on John Milton. Hamlet is perhaps the most famous example of this. Typically, the works of these playwrights
and poets circulated in manuscript form for some time before they were published, and above all the plays of
English Renaissance theatre were the outstanding legacy of the period. The Italian and English Renaissances
were similar in sharing a specific musical aesthetic.


